Savannah, a Great Pyrenees, is the self-appointed guard dog of the Sanctuary. Every morning and
evening, she makes the rounds of the property, making sure that all of the animals are safe and
accounted for. Savannah was raised with goats and is used to guarding animals. When her previous
owner got sick and had to sell his goats, Savannah needed a home. Coming to BSC was a new
experience for her. She had never been in a car or a house. After spending three days in the barn,
she had a 'meet & greet' with the other dogs on the farm and quickly decided that the inside of the
house was every bit as good as the outside! What a gentle giant!

Nine of the 21 barn cats head for the "Big Barn". One of the pigs joins the parade.
All cats are accounted for every night and locked up for safekeeping.

Sir Patrick & Sir Edward came to BSC when their previous owners could no longer care for them.
They are the BIG attraction for visitors who are fascinated by their size and gentleness.
These Scottish Highland steers have several sponsors.

Maybelle & Morton, pot-bellied pigs, arrived in August, 2011.
Maybelle has lost approximately 90 lbs. since we’ve taken over her care,
but she has a long way to go for her to be the healthy 'little' pig she needs to be!
They each have a sponsor.

Meet Susie-Ewe! Rescued July 4, 2011 from becoming the main dish at a holiday barbecue.
Susie-Ewe immediately bonded with the Jersey cow, Sunshine - and they remain close buddies!

Sunshine giving the newly rescued lamb, Susie-Ewe, a tour of the Sanctuary.
They both would love to have a sponsor!

Wilda & Georgia, probably sisters, arrived at BSC in December 2011.
Full of puppy energy, they were given a birthdate by the Vet of 1-30-11.
These two joined the canine crew of Lilly, Ringo, Savannah, Sweetie, Otis, Vera,
and Frampton (who went to the Rainbow Bridge in 2012).

From L to R – Axle, Virginia, Sigwalda, Mary-Pete, and Sylvia.
Rescued in 2008, these five Standard Donkeys are all related.
Axle and Sigwalda have sponsors, but their mother, Virginia,
Cousin Mary-Pete, and their Aunt Sylvia would appreciate sponsorships.

Lilly, (Chocolate Lab) Otis and Vera (Westie siblings).
These three love the freedom and room to run. Of course, all the barnyard smells are great, too!

Savannah (Great Pyrenees) and Norman (Quarter Horse) share a moment.

“I’m so HAPPY! I found a sponsor!” …Cali is a house cat with a thyroid condition.

Frances (a Mule) lives at BSC with her mother, Rosie (a Welsh pony).
Born in 2000, she enjoys the run of the pastures
and the company of her mom, the donkeys, and the Quarter Horse.

Verlin (on the left) is sponsored by a couple from Arizona.
They send “extra” money for his Dad, Ward (on the right) who also has “Michigan” paws.

Ringo, a black Lab mix, needed a home in her old age.
She is sponsored by her previous owners who had to relocate.

Six of the nine black cats await entry into their part of the barn.
Alex, top left, is sponsored by a boy in California who loves getting letters from Alex!
~
Everyone who sponsors an animal from BSC is happy to receive one of Cherry's letters!
Each letter is 'written' by the sponsored pet and
is full of their wonderful adventures at BSC!

Sweetie was a military family dog who had five homes in her first five years due to duty transfers.
She has found her forever home!
Sweetie would love a sponsor.

Agnes gets a lesson from one of her mentors, Jon.
Agnes came to us weighing only 8 oz and grew up in a spare bird cage.
Agnes and Jon are house cats.
Agnes is sponsored by her rescuers, but Jon would appreciate a sponsor.

One of Four Peacocks with Guinea Fowl and Americauna Chickens

Two of the Four Peacocks show off for the Guinea Cocks!

Goat & Kitty!

Sheep & Kitty!

Llama & Goats

Blossom & Beulah
When their coats are thick and full, they act as insulation from the rain and snow.
Without it the animals would not weather the Northern Michigan Winters!

Meet MaCavity, who came to us at the age of 8 in 2006,
when a member of her family developed serious allergies.
She kept her name (from a character in the Broadway musical, CATS)
but we usually call her Macie.

"Hi! My name's Charlie. Who are you?"
"Hey, come here, Gimme a kiss. (kissing sound).
I love you!"

If Mom forgets to uncover me in the morning,
I yell "Peek-a-boo" when I hear her in the kitchen.
At night when the cover goes on, I say "Time to go nite nite."
I can say over 350 words and love to laugh because it makes everyone else laugh!
I'm an African Grey Parrot and you could sponsor me and my flock-mates
(a sun consure, some finches, and a cockatiel).
It would help with food and the all-important toys!

